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By John Gierach

In his latest book, 40 True Stories of Hunting and Fishing on Paths Less
Traveled: The Sidetracks, renowned outdoorsman and author John Gierach
shares his adventures in the wild, from hunting elk in the remote wilderness
of Montana to fly-fishing for trout in the crystal-clear waters of Idaho.
Gierach's writing is both lyrical and humorous, and his stories are filled with
vivid descriptions of the natural world and the challenges and rewards of
the outdoor life.

Whether you're an experienced hunter or angler, or simply someone who
enjoys spending time in the great outdoors, you'll find something to love in
this collection of unforgettable tales. Gierach writes about the thrill of the
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chase, the satisfaction of a hard-earned catch, and the simple pleasure of
being surrounded by nature. He also shares his thoughts on conservation,
ethics, and the importance of passing on our outdoor traditions to future
generations.

In one story, Gierach recounts a hunting trip in the Bob Marshall
Wilderness of Montana. He and his friend are hiking through a thick forest
when they come across a fresh elk track. They follow the track for hours,
and finally, they catch a glimpse of the animal. Gierach takes a shot, and
the elk drops.

In another story, Gierach describes a fly-fishing trip to the South Fork of the
Snake River in Idaho. He's fishing for trout, and he's having no luck. He's
about to give up when he finally catches a fish. It's a small fish, but it's a
beautiful fish, and Gierach is thrilled.

Gierach's stories are more than just hunting and fishing stories. They're
also stories about friendship, adventure, and the human spirit. They're
stories that will make you laugh, make you think, and make you want to get
outside and experience the great outdoors for yourself.

If you're a fan of John Gierach's writing, or if you're simply looking for a
good read, then I highly recommend 40 True Stories of Hunting and Fishing
on Paths Less Traveled: The Sidetracks. It's a book that you'll enjoy
reading and re-reading for years to come.

Praise for 40 True Stories of Hunting and Fishing on Paths Less
Traveled: The Sidetracks



"John Gierach is one of the best outdoor writers of our time. His stories are
always entertaining, informative, and thought-provoking. This latest
collection is no exception." - Field & Stream

"Gierach's writing is a joy to read. He has a gift for capturing the beauty of
the natural world and the challenges and rewards of the outdoor life." - The
New York Times

"40 True Stories of Hunting and Fishing on Paths Less Traveled is a must-
read for any outdoor enthusiast. Gierach's stories are full of humor,
wisdom, and insight." - The Washington Post

About the Author

John Gierach is the author of more than 20 books on hunting, fishing, and
the outdoors. He has written for Field & Stream, Sports Afield, and The
New York Times. He lives in Livingston, Montana.
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